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Hip-hop’s sexy Miami born, 5''3'' female rap artist known as Trina, (Katrina Taylor), has a new
DVD which is called ‘Trina Live and Uncut’, and shows us Trina is finally ready to give the world
a peak into what it's like to be the one and only diamond princess.

  

The DVD, being released by 845 Entertainment and distributed by SMC Recordings/ Fontana
Universal, has a street release date of April 18th and features a live show where the hip-hop
beauty performs some of her biggest hits like "Here We Go" and "Baddest Bitch." 

  

Fans of the newly crowned hip-hop princess will delight in the up close and personal look at the
star as she tours the country. Also included on the DVD is a one hour behind the scenes
documentary titled Sex, Money, and Jewels, featuring da baddest bitch in action - recording at
the studio, shooting videos and even giving lap dances on stage. 

  

Speaking on Trina, Jarred Weisfeld, Co-CEO of 845 Entertainment says "Doing a Trina DVD
was a no brainer everyone knows that Trina is both a sexy and dynamic figure in the Hip Hop
world. Guys want to date her and girls want to be her. She has mass appeal and this is
definitely groundbreaking material. Sex sells".

  

Trina debuted in 1998 on Slip-N-Slide labelmate Trick Daddy's ''Nann,'' and quickly became a
household name in hip-hop. GLAMOUREST LIFE differs from her previous offerings, DA
BADDEST BITCH (2000) and DIAMOND PRINCESS (2002) in that it showcases a more mature
Trina - not just a seductress, but also an artist.

  

As one of the hardest working women in show business, Trina says "I''m a chick in the game
who is working, and people respect that. Yes, it has a lot to do with the whole sex appeal, but
it's a mixture of that image and me as a person. It's my whole strong attitude."

  

With Trina the excitement never ends and the Live And Uncut DVD is no exception. Trina is
hotter than ever - let her show you how to live the life.
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Editors note – I have seen the sampler for this DVD and if you are interested in Trina at all (and
who wouldn’t be) you will have to check this one out. 

  

Street release date of April 18th , better pre-order this one. She is truly a hip-hop phenomenon
--- talented, beautiful and a strong sista – check this one out fo real.

  

Visit Trina’s web site at - http://www.trina-online.com or http://www.atlanticrecords.com/trina

Visit 845 Entertainment at www.845ent.com
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